TRUE OR FALSE

One (1) mark per correct answer.

1. Auto Flash fires automatically when lighting is poor. (TRUE)

2. Self-timer icon can be found on the multi selector. (TRUE)

3. Student need to use the pop-flash in order to adjust the different exposure in a photography. (FALSE)

4. Smart portrait can be define as the camera detects a smiling face to shoot the face automatically. (TRUE)

5. The student set the shooting mode on “Scene” to allow rapid, continuous shooting while you press and hold the shutter-release button fully. (FALSE)

6. Portrait mode used to capture vivid landscapes and cityscapes. (FALSE)

7. The self-timer lamp do not blinks when the camera detects a face, and flickers immediately after the shutter is released. (FALSE)

8. The shutter can also be released by pressing the shutter-release button. If no faces are detected, the camera focuses on the subject at the center of the frame. (TRUE)
9. With the default setting of Continuous H, the camera shoots up to 20 images at a rate of up to about 15.3 frames per second (fps). (TRUE)

10. White balance can be adjusted to “Daylight” for images captured in direct sunlight. (TRUE)

11. To capture images in Black and White, a student must select colour option “Vivid Colour”. (FALSE)

12. Cyanotype colour options can be define as saving images in Cyan-blue Monochrome. (TRUE)

13. The following options- D-lighting, Print order, slide show, protect, rotate image, small picture and copy are available in Scene mode. (FALSE)

14. Rotate image- change the orientation of an image. (TRUE)

15. Protect icon means view images saved in the internal memory. (FALSE)

16. A photography can be print from a memory card directly from all-in- one printer. (TRUE)

17. Student must not complete housekeeping after using a camera. (FALSE)

18. The image size can be set manually when certain scene option is select on camera. (TRUE)

19. Nikon L120 contain two options. A student can either record videos or capture images. (TRUE)
20. Language option can be change by selecting MENU button - Setup menu - select language. (TRUE)

TOTAL: 20 MARKS